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We investigated a psychophysical similarity measure for selection of images similar to those of
unknown masses on mammograms, which may assist radiologists in the distinction between benign
and malignant masses. Sixty pairs of masses were selected from 1445 mass images prepared for this
study, which were obtained from the Digital Database for Screening Mammography by the University of South Florida. Five radiologists provided subjective similarity ratings for these 60 pairs
of masses based on the overall impression for diagnosis. Radiologists’ subjective ratings were
marked on a continuous rating scale and quantified between 0 and 1, which correspond to pairs not
similar at all and pairs almost identical, respectively. By use of the subjective ratings as “gold
standard,” similarity measures based on the Euclidean distance between pairs in feature space and
the psychophysical measure were determined. For determination of the psychophysical similarity
measure, an artificial neural network 共ANN兲 was employed to learn the relationship between radiologists’ average subjective similarity ratings and computer-extracted image features. To evaluate
the usefulness of the similarity measures, the agreement with the radiologists’ subjective similarity
ratings was assessed in terms of correlation coefficients between the average subjective ratings and
the similarity measures. A commonly used similarity measure based on the Euclidean distance was
moderately correlated 共r = 0.644兲 with the radiologists’ average subjective ratings, whereas the
psychophysical measure by use of the ANN was highly correlated 共r = 0.798兲. The preliminary
result indicates that a psychophysical similarity measure would be useful in the selection of images
similar to those of unknown masses on mammograms. © 2005 American Association of Physicists
in Medicine. 关DOI: 10.1118/1.1944913兴
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I. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths
for women in the United States. According to the American
Cancer Society, the number of new breast cancer cases in the
United States in 2004 is estimated to be 275 380, with
215 990 of these invasive.1 Although mammography is considered at present to be the most useful screening method for
early detection of breast cancer, it is difficult to detect abnormalities on mammograms, especially for patients with dense
breasts. Moreover, when an abnormality is detected, it can be
very difficult even for experienced radiologists to determine
whether the lesion is malignant or benign. In fact, the positive predictive value of biopsies recommended based on
mammograms is usually in the low range, from 15% to
35%.2–5
To assist radiologists in reducing the number of biopsies
performed on benign lesions, investigators have attempted to
develop computer-aided diagnostic schemes for classification
of breast lesions. With these schemes, the likelihood of malignancy of breast lesions would be determined, and the
computer results would be presented to radiologists as a second opinion. Huo et al.6 developed a computerized
scheme7–9 for classification of mammographic masses that
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involves extraction of features related to the margin and the
density of the masses. The image features were determined
not only from standard views, but also from a special view
such as a spot-compression view. Their study showed that
most radiologists were able to improve their classification
accuracy with the computer aid. The area 共Az兲 under the
average receiver operating characteristic 共ROC兲 curve was
improved from 0.93 to 0.96 with the computer aid, although
the Az value of the computerized scheme alone 共0.90兲 was
lower than those for most radiologists without the computer
aid.
With computer-aided diagnosis 共CAD兲, radiologists read
images and make a diagnosis by taking into consideration the
“second opinions” provided by computers. When radiologists find that the computer output is in agreement with their
diagnoses, they may become more confident in their decisions. On the other hand, when radiologists disagree with the
computer output and have confidence in their decisions, they
would probably ignore the computer output. However, if radiologists are not very confident and consider that the computer output might be correct, they might reconsider their
decisions. In this way, we expect that radiologists could uti-
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lize the computer output beneficially, and that the result
could be superior to the diagnosis either by radiologists or by
the computer alone.
In order for radiologists to utilize CAD effectively, the
output from computers must be easily interpretable. With
CAD for detection of breast lesions, radiologists are
prompted to reexamine suspicious areas so that they can decide whether or not lesions are present. On the other hand,
with CAD for classification of breast lesions, the likelihood
of malignancy would be represented by numerical values,
which most radiologists do not encounter in clinical practice.
The numerical values alone may not be enough to convince
radiologists about the likelihood of malignancy, because the
reasons for lesions being highly suspicious for malignancy
共or benignity兲, such as a spiculated 共or sharp兲 margin, or an
irregular 共or round兲 shape, are not provided. Therefore, unlike computer aids for detection of lesions, it can be difficult
to utilize computer aid for the classification of lesions.
Chan et al.10 conducted an observer study to compare
radiologists’ performance in the distinction between benign
and malignant mass lesions without and with the aid of their
computerized scheme.11 With the computer aid, the performance of only two out of six radiologists was equal to or
greater than that of the computer 共Az value of 0.92兲 for classification of 238 masses. Jiang et al.12 investigated the usefulness of their CAD scheme13 in assisting radiologists in the
classification of clustered microcalcifications on mammograms. Although the average Az value for ten radiologists
improved from 0.61 to 0.75 with the computer aid, it was
still lower than the Az value 共0.80兲 for the computer analysis.
Radiologists are commonly trained to distinguish between
breast cancers and benign lesions on mammograms by reading many malignant and benign cases. Therefore, one may
assume that a radiologist has a large database in his or her
brain which may consist of the cases that he or she has encountered in textbooks and in clinical practice. If the radiologist is faced with a new unknown lesion in daily practice,
he or she may attempt to recall some previous cases that are
similar to the unknown lesion, and then these previous cases
should be helpful to the radiologist in making a clinical decision. Therefore, we believe that the presentation of a set of
malignant and benign images similar to those of the unknown lesion would be very helpful to radiologists in addition to numerical values such as the likelihood of malignancy.
For development of such a computerized scheme, a measure of similarity must be defined so that one can find similar
images from a large database. The similar images selected by
the computerized scheme need to be really similar from a
radiologist’s point of view. If a radiologist has the impression
that the images selected are not similar, these images will not
be helpful for diagnosis. However, it is difficult to quantify
radiologists’ impressions on similarity for a pair of images
and to determine the objective similarity measure that would
agree with radiologists’ subjective similarity ratings. If radiologists could provide experimental data for subjective simiMedical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
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larity ratings for a variety of pairs of masses, then it might be
possible to determine a similarity measure that would agree
well with radiologists’ visual impression.
Li et al.14 investigated a new method for selection of similar nodules on thoracic CT, which could be used as an aid for
distinction between malignant and benign nodules. They developed a new similarity measure, called a psychophysical
measure, for lung nodules by use of an artificial neural network 共ANN兲 which was employed to learn the relationship
between radiologists’ subjective similarity ratings and the
image features for pairs of nodules. They found that the psychophysical similarity measure correlated well with radiologists’ average subjective ratings 共correlation coefficient r
= 0.72兲. However, it is uncertain whether the concept of a
psychophysical measure can be employed for mammographic mass lesions, because the characteristics of lesions
and those of normal structures on mammograms are quite
different from those in thoracic CT. In this study, we investigated a psychophysical similarity measure for mass lesions
on mammograms that may be useful for selection of similar
images.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Database for mass lesions in mammograms

The mass images used in this study were obtained from
the Digital Database for Screening Mammography
共DDSM兲,15 which is organized by the University of South
Florida and publicly available via website.16 The DDSM
consists of 914 cancer, 996 benign, and 695 normal cases,
each of which nominally includes four digitized standardview mammograms obtained from the examinations conducted at four facilities from 1988 to 1999.15 For our study, 5
cm by 5 cm regions of interest 共ROIs兲 were extracted for
biopsy-proven mass lesions, if the outlines of the lesions
provided in the DDSM did not exceed the size of the ROI.
ROIs were obtained from both cranio-caudal and mediolateral oblique views if both were specified in the DDSM;
some lesions 共4%兲 were apparent and/or marked only in one
view. In this study, we employed only ROIs that included a
mass with no other lesion visible within the same ROI; if a
mass was partially visible at the edge of an image, the case
was not included. Because this study was focused on mass
lesions, we did not include lesions which were considered to
be architectural distortion or asymmetric density findings,
nor those suspected to be lymph nodes by a breast radiologist
共R.A.S.兲. Other images that were not suitable for this study,
such as unclear lesions, lesions with markings, and lesions
with a skin fold, were also excluded. For our preliminary
study, only the cases digitized to a 12 bit grey scale were
retrieved; other cases will be included in a future study.
With the above exclusion criteria, about 24% of cases in
the DDSM were removed, and the images used in this study
consisted of 681 malignant and 764 benign ROIs. According
to the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System 共BIRADS兲 descriptions provided in the DDSM, the shapes of
the mass lesions employed in our study were round 共9%兲,
oval 共24%兲, lobulated 共27%兲, and irregular 共32%兲, and the
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degrees of subtlety for the majority 共84%兲 of the lesions were
between 3 and 5, where 5 corresponds to least subtle. The
effective diameters of the masses ranged from 4 to 37 mm,
with a mean of 14 mm. The DDSM contained images that
were digitized with three different pixel sizes of 42, 43.5,
and 50 m. The matrix size for all of the ROIs was therefore
adjusted to 500 by 500 pixels, with a pixel size of 100 m,
by linear interpolation and downsampling. For facilitating
visual comparisons by radiologists, the contrast and density
levels for all of the ROIs were adjusted subjectively to appropriate levels under the guidance of a breast radiologist
共R.A.S.兲. These adjusted images were also used for determination of image features.
B. Observer study for determination of subjective
similarity ratings

An observer study was conducted to obtain radiologists’
subjective similarity ratings for pairs of mass lesions. Five
radiologists, including two experienced breast radiologists
共20 and 12 years of experience兲 and three general radiologists 共18, 18, and 15 years of experience兲 participated in this
study. First, ten 共five malignant and five benign兲 masses were
selected as “unknown” cases by a stratified randomization
scheme from three groups of small, medium-sized, or large
lesions. The effective diameters of the selected masses
ranged from 8 to 20 mm. For each of the ten unknown cases,
three malignant and three benign masses were selected as
similar or dissimilar cases, thus providing a total of 60 pairs
of masses. These similar or dissimilar cases must be distributed in a wide range of similarity. If the cases were selected
randomly, most of pairs would be dissimilar, and would not
be useful in this study. First, several candidates for similar or
dissimilar images were selected by use of simple image features such as size and contrast. The selected candidates of
similar or dissimilar images for each unknown image were
then categorized subjectively into similar, somewhat similar,
or not similar image by one of the co-authors 共C.M.兲. For
each unknown case, the final selection of cases was made
with inclusion of two images in each of the three categories.
The cases were carefully selected so that they were not
strongly dependent on some specific features. No more than
one ROI from the same patient was employed.
During the observer study, six pairs of mass lesions were
shown on a liquid crystal display 共LCD兲 monitor 共CCL314,
20.8 in., 2048⫻ 1536 pixels, 200 cd/ m2 white luminance;
Totoku Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan兲 where the unknown
case was placed in the center with three similar or dissimilar
cases each on the right and left side. The order of unknown
cases as well as of similar or dissimilar cases was randomized, and the pathologies of the lesions were not revealed to
observers. Zooming and windowing capabilities were provided, although most observers did not change the window
setting as it had already been subjectively optimized. The
instructions to observers included: 共1兲 The purpose of this
study was to obtain basic data for selecting similar images in
a CAD scheme to assist radiologists’ interpretation of mammograms; 共2兲 cases included ten unknown masses 共five maMedical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
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lignant and five benign兲, each with six similar or dissimilar
masses 共three malignant and three benign兲; 共3兲 subjective
similarity should be marked based on the overall impression
for radiologic diagnosis on a continuous rating scale17 between 0 and 1 with a line-checking method, where 0 and 1
correspond to “two masses not similar at all” and “two
masses almost identical,” respectively; 共4兲 the rating should
be given independently and consistently; and 共5兲 the reading
time was not limited. The average ratings from the five radiologists were employed for data analysis.
Before this observer study, a preliminary test was conducted for assessment of the feasibility of an observer study
in which observers, including 7 radiologists and 16 nonradiologists 共9 medical physicists, 5 medical physics students,
and 2 technical staff members兲, were asked to provide the
level of subjective similarity for pairs of mass lesions that
were printed on films. Subjective ratings were recorded on a
6.3 cm continuous rating scale and quantified from 0.00 to
1.00 as described earlier by use of a ruler. Six pairs of masses
共5 cm⫻ 5 cm ROIs兲 were printed on one film in the above
described format. A total of 60 pairs of mass lesions, which
included 43 pairs of masses used in the subsequent study,
were evaluated. At that point, images that were later considered inappropriate and subsequently were excluded from this
study as explained in the previous section were still included,
and the contrast and density level were suboptimal. Therefore, the results from the two studies cannot be compared.
The result of this preliminary test showed, however, that the
average subjective ratings by radiologists agreed well with
that by nonradiologists 共correlation coefficient 0.864兲. The
high correlation indicated that, although radiologists have
special skills in reading radiologic images, the basic concept
of the similarity of two images may be commonly shared by
human observers, and the subjective impression for similarity can be quantified reliably with this method. Because all
observers in this study participated in the preliminary test
with the films approximately five to seven months earlier, a
training session was not provided in this study with the LCD
monitor.
C. Determination of image features for mass lesions

For accurate determination of features, the outlines of
mass lesions were traced manually by one of two radiologists
who were not aware of the pathologic diagnoses of the cases.
To examine the variation in outlines provided by different
radiologists, three radiologists including the above two radiologists were asked to draw outlines for a limited number of
cases. Although there were some variations for some of the
cases, we considered that the difference was rather insignificant, and the effect on determination of feature was not very
large. Six morphological features were determined on the
basis of outlines, and seven grey-level features and thirteen
edge-gradient features were determined in four regions, i.e.,
a region inside the outline, a strip-like adjacent region inside
the outline, a strip-like adjacent region outside the outline,
and two adjacent regions combined, as shown in Fig. 1. The
morphological features included the effective diameter,
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the full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲, the fraction of the
area under the histograms between 135° and 225°, the SD of
radial angles, the width at half area under the histogram centered at 180°, and the ratio of the mean to the peak value of
the histogram. The magnitude and direction of edgegradients were determined by use of a 5 ⫻ 5 Sobel-like
filter.20
D. Determination and evaluation of similarity
measures by use of the differences in feature values
and the Euclidean distance

FIG. 1. ROI for a mass and regions in which features are determined.

which is defined by the diameter of a circle that has the same
area as that of the mass lesion; the degree of circularity,18,19
which is defined by the fraction of the overlapped area of the
circle with the mass; and the degree of irregularity,18,19
which is defined by 1 minus the ratio of the perimeter of the
circle to the length of the lesion outline. Other morphological
features were the minor-to-major-axis ratio 共MMR兲 of an
ellipse fitted to the lesion outline, and the degree of ellipticity
and the elliptical irregularity,19 which were defined in the
same manner as the degrees of circularity and irregularity,
respectively, by use of a fitted ellipse instead of the circle.
The grey-level features included the mass contrast, the
mean contrast, the edge contrast, the standard deviations
共SDs兲 in pixel values, and the fractions of overlapped area of
normalized grey-level histograms in two regions.19 The mass
contrast was defined by the difference between the mean
pixel value of 7 ⫻ 7 pixels around the centroid of the lesion
and the pixel value at 2% from the lower end of the histogram inside the outline. Two percent was employed empirically so that the effect of noise was limited. The mean contrast was defined by the difference in the mean pixel values
between the region inside the outline and the adjacent region
outside the outline, whereas the edge contrast was defined by
the difference in the mean pixel values between the two adjacent regions inside and outside the outline. Three features
were determined based on the SD, i.e., the SD in terms of the
absolute pixel value, the SD normalized by the mean pixel
value, and the SD normalized by the mean contrast. The
fractions of overlapped area were determined in the region
inside the outline and in the adjacent region outside the outline, and also in the adjacent regions inside and outside the
outline.
The features based on edge characteristics included the
radial gradient indexes 共RGI兲,7 the modified radial gradient
index, which is based on the fitted ellipse, the mean magnitude of the gradient, and features that characterize cumulative maximum edge-gradient histograms7 for both radial and
modified radial angles. The histogram-related features were
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005

In order to determine an objective similarity measure between two masses, their feature values were compared.
When the feature values were very close, i.e., when the difference in a feature value was very small, two masses would
be considered similar according to that feature. However, the
similarity rating by radiologists for the pair might or might
not be high. If the differences in feature values for two
masses were highly correlated with radiologists’ similarity
ratings, the feature would be considered effective in determining an objective similarity measure. In order to facilitate
the comparison between subjective ratings and objective
measures, the difference in feature values was converted to
the range from 0 to 1 by use of an exponential function,14 so
that 1 corresponds to the feature values of two masses being
the same, and 0 corresponds to the feature values being extremely different. The correlation coefficients between the
subjective ratings and objective measures were determined
for the pairs of masses employed in this observer study, so
that the usefulness of individual features as well as their
combinations for determination of similarity measures could
be examined. For combinations of selected features, the Euclidean distance in the multiple-dimensional feature space
between two masses was employed.
E. Determination and evaluation of psychophysical
similarity measure

Our psychophysical similarity measure was based on the
idea of relating physical measures, i.e., image features, to
radiologists’ subjective similarity ratings, which are based on
their knowledge and experience in the diagnosis of cancer.
The psychophysical measure was obtained by training of an
ANN21,22 with the subjective similarity ratings as teacher
data and the pairs of the feature values for two masses as
input data.14 Three-layered, feed-forward network with a
backpropagation algorithm was used. Once the ANN was
trained by use of training cases, and when the set of corresponding feature values for a new pair of masses was entered
to the trained ANN, the psychophysical similarity measure
would be provided as the output, expected to be in good
agreement with the radiologists’ subjective similarity rating.
Results from the ANN were evaluated by use of a roundrobin test method. In the round-robin method for this study,
six pairs of masses in which one of the pairs corresponding
to one unknown image were excluded, and the remaining 54
pairs were used in the training. It is known that a large number of cases are usually required in the training of an ANN in
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FIG. 2. Relationship between the effective diameter and the contrast of the
masses used in this study.

order for the trained ANN to be generalized to “unknown”
test cases. Moreover, when the ANN is applied to solving a
regression problem, such as the one in this study, instead of a
classification problem, the trained ANN may not exhibit an
optimal performance for test cases, the output of which may
be above the highest or below the lowest of output values in
the training cases. Therefore, to scale the ANN output,
teacher data for both ends, i.e., a set of identical pairs and
another set of extremely dissimilar pairs corresponding to the
very high and very low subjective ratings, respectively, were
created and included in the training set. The numbers of
these teacher data was made small 共1 / 3 to 1 / 6兲 compared to
the number of actual pairs. The trained ANN then provided
the psychophysical measure for the six pairs excluded from
the training. This process was repeated for all 10 sets of 6
pairs one by one. The usefulness of the psychophysical similarity measures was also evaluated by the correlation coefficients between subjective ratings and the psychophysical
measures, in addition to the mean error of the ANN outputs
compared with the teacher data.21 With the mean error, not
only the linear relationship between the two, but also how
close the results were from the subjective ratings was examined to find whether the ANN was trained adequately.
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FIG. 3. Relationship between the degree of circularity and the degree of
irregularity for the masses used in this study.

a given unknown case, there is a good chance to find both
malignant and benign similar masses in this large database,
because most masses can be found close to other masses in
terms of these feature values.
Figure 4 shows the subjective ratings for 60 pairs of
masses by two breast radiologists, obtained in the observer
study. The diagonal line indicates the perfect agreement. The
result shows an interobserver variation in subjective similarity ratings between the two breast radiologists. The correlation coefficient for these two radiologists was high 共r
= 0.745兲. However, there were some variations in subjective
ratings among five radiologists, and the correlation coefficients between any two radiologists 共there were 10 pairs of
radiologists兲 ranged from 0.415 to 0.745 共mean of 0.527兲.
Although the correlation coefficients between two observers
might be relatively small, the reliability of the ratings would
be increased by employing average ratings from several observers. In fact, the correlation coefficients between the average ratings of two of five radiologists and the average rat-

III. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the effective diameter and the contrast of 1445 masses used in this study.
The result shows that the effective diameter and the contrast
of the masses are distributed widely. In addition, because the
image contrast and the density level were adjusted subjectively, there is no simple relationship between the effective
diameter and the contrast. In these features, the distribution
for benign masses is very similar to that for malignant
masses. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the degree
of circularity and the degree of irregularity of the masses.
Although malignant masses are likely to have a lower degree
of circularity and a higher degree of irregularity than benign
masses, most malignant and benign masses cannot be separated by these features alone. These results indicate that, for
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005

FIG. 4. Result from the observer study showing interobserver variability of
two breast radiologists in subjective similarity ratings for 60 pairs of masses
共correlation coefficient r = 0.745兲
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TABLE I. Correlation coefficients between subjective similarity ratings and
the differences in one feature within pairs for 60 pairs of masses.
Feature
Standard deviation in pixel values normalized by the
mean contrast in adjacent region outside the outline
Standard deviation in pixel values in adjacent region
outside the outline
Standard deviation in pixel values normalized by the
mean pixel value in region inside the outline
Mass contrast
Elliptical irregularity
Effective diameter
Modified FWHM in two adjacent regions
Circularity
Mean contrast
Irregularity
Minor-to-major axis ratio of fitted ellipse
Radial gradient index in adjacent region outside the
outline

FIG. 5. 共a兲 Relationship between the subjective ratings and differences in
relative standard deviation in pixel values for 60 pairs of masses 共before
conversion兲. 共b兲 Relationship between the subjective ratings and differences
in relative standard deviation in pixel values for 60 pairs of masses 共after
exponential conversion兲.

ings of the remaining three radiologists were improved, and
ranged from 0.616 to 0.829 共mean of 0.737兲. Therefore, for
this study, the average ratings by five radiologists were employed as the “gold standard” for subsequent data analysis.
When only one feature was employed for determination
of an objective similarity measure, the highest correlation
coefficient between the average subjective ratings and the
objective measure was obtained by use of the standard deviation of pixel values normalized by the mean contrast. Figures 5共a兲 and 5共b兲 show the relationships between the radiologists’ average subjective similarity ratings and the
objective measure based on this feature before and after the
use of the exponential conversion, respectively. The result
indicates a weak correlation between the subjective ratings
and the objective measure, and the data points are widely
spread. Table I shows the correlation coefficients between the
subjective ratings and objective measures for the features
which either provided higher correlation coefficients when
only one feature was employed or were useful when combined with other features. Although the correlation coeffiMedical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005

Correlation coefficient
0.444
0.430
0.384
0.326
0.278
0.263
0.249
0.213
0.193
0.162
0.101
0.086

cients were quite low when only one feature was employed,
these features may be useful for determination of the objective measures when the other features were combined.
When multiple features were employed for determination
of an objective similarity measure, the correlation coefficient
between the radiologists’ average subjective ratings and the
objective measure became as high as 0.644 关95% confidence
interval共CI兲, 共0.466, 0.772兲兴, as shown in Fig. 6. The dotted
line in Fig. 6 indicates the ideal relationship that we would
like to accomplish. Although we determined the correlation
coefficient as a measure to evaluate the agreement, we also
considered that the data points be distributed adjacent to the
dotted line, i.e., close to the “gold standard.” The objective
measure was determined based on six features, namely, circularity, MMR, mean contrast, SD in the adjacent region
outside the outline, SD normalized by the mean pixel value
in the region inside the outline, and the modified FWHM in
two adjacent regions combined. By use of this objective

FIG. 6. Relationship between radiologists’ average subjective ratings and
objective similarity measures by use of the Euclidean distance based on six
features.
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FIG. 7. Correlation coefficients between radiologists’ average subjective ratings and objective measures by the combination of features with the highest
correlation for different numbers of features used.

measure, some of the selected similar images might or might
not be similar to an unknown image, and might or might not
be useful to radiologists for diagnosis of an unknown image.
Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between the number of
features used for determination of objective measures and the
correlation coefficients between the subjective ratings and
the objective measures. For each number of features, we considered all possible combinations of features up to six features and adding all possible features one by one to the previous combination thereafter. With the different
combinations of features, the correlation coefficients varied
considerably, and the highest value obtained for each number
of features is shown in Fig. 7. As the number of features was
increased, the correlation coefficient between the subjective
ratings and objective measure was increased at the beginning, gradually saturated, and then decreased. This is probably due to some correlations between some of the features,
so that combining more features did not provide any additional useful information.
Psychophysical similarity measures were determined by
training of the ANN with different numbers of features and
different combinations of various features. The combinations
of features which provided relatively high correlations with
the average subjective ratings by use of the Euclidean distance were tested. We also tested the combinations of features, each of which provided a relatively higher correlation
with the subjective ratings. For each combination of features
employed for training of the ANN, the result was tested by
use of a round-robin method, and the correlation coefficient
between the subjective ratings and the psychophysical measure was determined. Figure 8 shows the correlation coefficient of the best result when the correlation between the subjective ratings and psychophysical measures and the mean
error were considered for each number of features employed.
As the number of features was increased, the correlation coefficient first increased and then started to decrease. The result was similar to that for the objective measures by use of
the Euclidean distance. As a result, a combination of five
features provided the best result, which included MMR, SD
in the adjacent region outside the outline, SD normalized by
the mean pixel value inside the outline, modified FWHM in
two adjacent regions combined, and RGI in the adjacent region outside the outline. Figure 9 shows the relationship beMedical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
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FIG. 8. Correlation coefficients between radiologists’ average subjective ratings and psychophysical measures with the best results for different numbers
of features used.

tween the subjective ratings and the psychophysical measure.
The psychophysical similarity measure was highly correlated
关r = 0.798, CI 共0.682, 0.875兲兴 with the subjective similarity
ratings. For the scaling purposes, identical pairs and dissimilar pairs were employed in the training of the ANN. The
identical pairs were created from the 63 masses that were
included in the 54 pairs of training cases, and dissimilar pairs
were created from the independent cases in the database by
selecting the pairs that were very far from each other in the
Euclidean feature space. There were some variations in ANN
training when the identical pairs were created randomly from
the independent cases in the database or when dissimilar
pairs were created from the training cases. However, in each
situation, the best results in terms of the correlation coefficient were comparable, in the range from 0.779 to 0.805.
IV. DISCUSSION
Investigators have suggested the presentation of similar
images to help radiologists in the diagnosis of disease by
studying different methods for selection of similar cases.
Swett et al.23,24 have developed computer-based expert systems, called IMAGE/ICON and MAMMO/ICON, to help in the
diagnosis of lung diseases and breast cancer. The system
retrieves similar images based on findings in the textual re-

FIG. 9. Relationship between radiologists’ average subjective ratings and
psychophysical measure by use of five features.
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port or in the dictation, which is translated by a speech recognition system. Qi et al.25 proposed content-based image
retrieval, in which similar images would be selected by their
contents, such as texture, color, or shape. In application to
mass lesions on mammograms, the shape of a mass was
characterized by a feature vector, and the images with a
small vector distance from a query image were retrieved.
Aisen et al.26 have reported the potential usefulness of a
storage and retrieval system by use of a pattern-recognition
technique for thin-section thoracic computed tomography.
When the system is presented with an unknown query image,
the system predicts the disease for the unknown image, and
then known images in the predicted disease category are displayed. Giger et al.27 developed an intelligent CAD workstation for breast lesions. In their system, similar images on
mammograms and sonograms are searched based on a single
feature, multiple features, or the computer estimate of the
likelihood of malignancy. However, we believe that all of
these methods have a limitation, because the textual descriptions and computer-extracted features or patterns do not take
into account radiologists’ visual impression of “similarity” of
two images. Therefore, it is questionable whether these retrieved images would be really similar visually. Our study is
unique in that radiologists’ impression of similarity for a pair
of lesions is quantified, and then used as teaching data for
determination of a similarity measure. We expect that images
selected as similar to an unknown image by our method
would be more similar visually than those selected by other
methods. Recently, a study similar to ours has been presented
by Nishikawa et al.28 in which they compared two methods,
namely, the use of absolute scale and paired comparison, for
determination of subjective similarity for pairs of clustered
microcalcifications. In general, they found good agreement
between the two methods. In our study, an absolute scale was
also employed with six pairs shown at the same time. By
presenting image pairs this way, observers could compare six
images and scale their impression. Although the similarity
ratings would not be completely independent, we believe that
the ratings would not be too strongly dependent on the cases
included as with the paired comparison method.
Figure 10 shows three pairs of masses in which the psychophysical measure agreed well with the radiologists’ average subjective similarity ratings. The three pairs of masses
represent very similar 共0.83兲, somewhat similar 共0.57兲, and
not very similar 共0.15兲 masses. When an objective similarity
measure was determined by use of the Euclidean distance,
the similarity measures for the very similar pair, the somewhat similar pair, and the not very similar pair were 0.61,
0.66, and 0.28, respectively. Therefore, by use of the Euclidean distance, these three pairs would be considered somewhat similar 共first two pairs兲 or not similar 共third pair兲, and
such an objective measure might not be useful for the three
pairs in Fig. 10. The difference in these results between the
psychophysical measure and the Euclidean distance indicates
that not only the differences in feature values, but also the
feature values themselves may be important for determination of a reliable similarity measure, and the ANN could be
trained effectively by use of the pairs of feature values. FigMedical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
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FIG. 10. Examples of pairs of masses which had good agreement between
the radiologists’ average subjective similarity ratings and psychophysical
measures.

ure 11 shows two pairs of masses in which the difference
between the subjective similarity ratings and psychophysical
measure was relatively large. The top pair was considered
similar 共0.69兲 by radiologists; however, the psychophysical
measure 共0.46兲 was not very high. On the other hand, the
psychophysical similarity measure 共0.90兲 was very high for
the bottom pair, whereas radiologists’ average rating 共0.69兲
was somewhat lower. There are two possible reasons for this
discrepancy. First, radiologists’ impression may not be completely reflected in the features which were used for training
the ANN. For the top pair, radiologists may think that both
masses have a relatively smooth and clear margin. However,
because of the overlapped tissue, this may not be accurately
accounted for in determination of the feature values. Additional features or better methods for determination of features may be needed. Second, subjective ratings were obtained for only 60 pairs of masses, and these 60 pairs may
not have included a number of various types of pairs. Because the ANN was trained with only 54 actual pairs with the
round-robin method, the 54 pairs may not include the one
that was like the test pair. The number of cases used in this
study was rather small; however, since only a limited number
of this type of observer study has been reported, it is uncertain whether this type of study was feasible and whether
some important results could be obtained. Therefore, this
study was conducted as a pilot study with a small number of

FIG. 11. Examples of pairs of masses which had relatively large differences
between the radiologists’ average subjective similarity ratings and psychophysical measures.
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cases. However, a larger observer study would be needed for
determination of the similarity measures in the future.
This study was based on the same concept of the psychophysical similarity measure by use of the ANN and radiologists’ subjective similarity ratings used by Li et al.14 The
difference is that, in the previous study, the psychophysical
measure was applied to the lung nodules in thoracic CT.
These are slice images, and the normal structure around the
nodules may not interfere with radiologists’ judgment about
the nodules. On the other hand, in the present study, the
psychophysical measure was applied to masses on mammograms, which are projection images, and soft tissue overlapped with the masses may have affected the observers’
judgment. Also, the spatial resolution in CT is on the order of
a millimeter, whereas the resolution in mammography is a
hundred micrometers. Therefore, the determination of similarity ratings could be more complicated for masses on mammograms than that for nodules in CT. In fact, only three
features were found useful for determination of similarity
measures by both feature-based and ANN-based techniques
in the lung nodule study, whereas six and five features were
employed for determination of similarity measures by use of
the Euclidean distance and the ANN, respectively, in this
preliminary study. The average interobserver correlation coefficients on the subjective ratings for the lung nodule study
and our mass study was about the same 共0.47 and 0.53, respectively兲. These results indicate that the variation in subjective ratings on similarity between observers may not depend greatly on the imaging modality used. In our study,
radiologists’ subjective ratings were obtained by use of a
continuous rating scale to reduce bias in using discrete numbers. Although one tenth of a number, such as 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
and so on, was allowed in the nodule study, some observers
may not have used these numbers effectively. The use of the
continuous rating scale might be one of the reasons for a
slightly better interobserver correlation in this study than in
the lung nodule study. The result of our study shows that the
concept of a psychophysical similarity measure can be applied not only to nodules in thoracic CT, but also to masses
on mammograms.
The findings in this preliminary study are encouraging.
However, there are several limitations to our study. One of
the limitations is that only five radiologists, including two
breast radiologists, provided the data for determination of
radiologists’ subjective similarity ratings. For obtaining more
reliable subjective ratings, data from a large number of observers, including more breast radiologists, and/or repeated
data from the same observer would be necessary. In this
study, only 60 pairs of masses were used. To ensure that
psychophysical similarity measures are useful for all kinds of
masses, a larger number of pairs of masses with various sizes
and types would be necessary for determination of subjective
ratings by radiologists. In our preliminary study, five image
features were selected for training of the ANN. However, it
is not known at present whether those features would be
sufficient, or whether additional features would be necessary
for a larger number of different pairs of masses. Lastly, the
digitized images in the database were collected over more
Medical Physics, Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005
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than a decade. The image quality may not be close to the
current standard, and could be a source of variability in subjective ratings and in determination of features.
V. CONCLUSION
Our psychophysical similarity measure for pairs of mass
lesions on mammograms correlated well with the average
subjective ratings given by radiologists. We believe that the
psychophysical measure would be useful in the selection of
masses similar to an unknown case, which may help radiologists in their diagnosis of breast cancer.
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